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one year later, in july of 1981,
harry is due to leave

durmstrang, to be posted to
the ministry of magic. their

headmaster sends him a letter,
asking him to come back, as he
wants him to lead the students,

and he wants to continue his
studies with him. at the end of

the book, harry sets off for
hogwarts. the book is full of

conflicting emotions; sadness
that harry has to leave, and

wonder how hermione and ron
will survive without him. the

only good thing to come out of
it is the knowledge that harry is
safe, as is their own. hermione
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promises to be strong for ron,
but it can't hurt that she knows
the secret of his love for her.
the book ends with the trio
laughing on the outside of

hogwarts, while inside, a feast
is held to celebrate his

homecoming. the series ends
with a series of picture stories,
where harry is given flashbacks
of his life in between books; his
childhood; his first four years at

hogwarts; his friendship with
ron and hermione; and his time

on the run with hagrid. one
story is split into four, showing
how he and ron end up at the

burrow, and hermione
disappears. the final story is set

in the hogwarts great hall at
about the same time

voldemort's resurrection was
beginning to take effect; the
students and teachers are on

the brink of panic. harry is
advised to remember his
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promise to voldemort and kill
him. in an effort to divert harry,

voldemort agrees to hold
another feast for the students,
and again, to celebrate harry's
rebirth. all the staff, and all the
students are dressed in black,
except for the caretaker, who

arrives late, and gives the
hogwart's sign to the two of

them. they join the celebration,
and voldemort eventually

reminds harry that the rest of
the hour is to witness harry's
rebirth, during which time a
clock will count down to the

hour. harry is given a magical
hourglass that will only stop

when he is about to die. at first,
he and ron and hermione hear
no one else, then hear rumbles

of anger, then they hear a
laugh that seems to be

voldemort's, which seems to
occur an hour too late.
voldemort, however, is
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nowhere in sight, and the staff
and the students are

celebrating harry's survival as
if he were still there, without

seeing him.
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they barely avoid capture when
harry asks to go back to the
dursleys' house to retrieve

ron's possessions. the aurors
follow, discovering the house
deserted. harry then goes to
snape's, and questions him

about the elder wand and the
real horcruxes, but severus

does not admit anything and is
replaced by a second death
eater. ginny and hermione

meet in the grounds of malfoy's
compartment, and ginny

explains that the compartment
was full of empty bottles and

that james poured out the
contents of the bottles onto the

floor. they discover that
dumbledore's locket containing
a memory of harry as a baby

has also been destroyed, which
makes them remember that
malfoy has the elder wand.
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bellatrix then tries to force
harry to talk to her, but he uses

the momentary pause in her
conversation to throw a chair at
her and knock her unconscious.
he takes her wand and wand-

belt, and they go to the
snuggery, dumbledore's safe

house in the forest. they
manage to use the house to

communicate with the order of
the phoenix over a secure

phone line, and together they
plan a way to protect the
school. they return to the
burrow to inform ron and

hermione. harry, ginny, and ron
decide to leave the school to

protect it, while hermione stays
behind to protect dumbledore's
successor. they first go to the
orphanage to find out what is

happening there, and after that
they travel to godric's hollow to
take refuge with hagrid. hagrid

takes them into his hut, but
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becomes confused when they
say they are leaving the

country. harry tells hagrid to
contact severus snape, who is
living in the village, to say that
they are leaving for romania, a

country far away from the
black family. hagrid realises
that there was a conspiracy,

and he takes the three of them
to cornelius fudge's office in

the ministry. while there,
cornelius realises that

voldemort has begun to kill
people, and he tells harry that
he must go undercover at the
school for the rest of the year.
cornelius tells him that fudge

will not allow him to go
undercover without the

authorities' permission, but
harry argues that dumbledore

had permission to stay
undercover for a year, and that

he will be protected in the
hogwarts staff by the fact that
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the staff are not actually
required to be members of the

order of the phoenix.
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